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The tourism industry has adopted AI agents as substitutes for human contact. We examine how
tourists respond to AI in hotel service settings during a pandemic. Four studies show that ser-
vices featuring human interaction is preferred to AI enabled interaction. Moreover, subjective
happiness is identified as the underlying causal mechanism that drives this effect. We provide
further nuanced insights by showing that politically conservative tourists discriminate between
service agent types more. Theoretically we contribute to a more fine-grained understanding of
tourists' responses towards AI by examining an affective and an individual difference factor
(political ideology). Practically, marketers are encouraged to incorporate tourists' ideologies
and psychographics into segmentation, targeting, and positioning considerations, thereby en-
hancing their marketing effectiveness.
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Introduction

The recent pandemic posed serious and unprecedented challenges to economies, public health, livelihoods, consumption, as
well as the political climate globally (Das et al., 2021; Van Esch, Cui, Jain, 2021a). In an effort to prevent the spread of harmful
pathogens, many countries have resorted to mechanisms like social distancing, stay-at-home orders, and touch-free services. At
an individual level, with an uptake in online purchases, offline shopping has begun to be viewed as potentially hazardous, with
brick-and-mortar businesses facing an apocalypse like never before (Ozili & Arun, 2020).

An outcome of these developments, across many different industries, is the increased momentum in the adoption of ar-
tificial intelligence (AI; Bornet et al., 2021; Yu & Schwartz, 2006). This AI-driven transformation is evident in healthcare
(e.g., in diagnosis, mapping pandemic spread, and contact tracing), elder care (Čaić et al., 2018; Čaić et al., 2020), and in
the hospitality industry. For example, hotels are using AI to sanitize rooms, manage bookings, and facilitate contact-free
check-in (Shi, Gong, & Gursoy, 2021). More generally, the pandemic has caused serious challenges in the services sector
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which is traditionally driven by face-to-face human interaction (Collins-Kreiner & Ram, 2020). Consequently, many pro-
viders have rapidly incorporated AI in their services, simply to survive during the pandemic (e.g., the use of intelligent vir-
tual agents and touchless service delivery) as doing so allows for continued operations through social distancing, touch-free
operations (payment, distribution), and promoting a safer purchasing environment (Coombs, 2020; Van Esch, Cui, Jain, 2021b).
Despite seemingly large-scale adoption of AI in services, scholarship has yielded mixed insights regarding its perceived effective-
ness, with some finding AI in services to be helpful (e.g., Qiu et al., 2020) and some less so (Io & Lee, 2020). The rapid penetration
of AI in services, the mixed findings in academic research, and the rising concern over human interactions during the pan-
demic raise an important, unanswered research question: What are tourist perceptions of services provided by humans vs.
AI in hospitality settings, especially during times when tourists tend to be more averse to human interactions (Kim &
Pomirleanu, 2021)?

Our research aims to provide insights to this question. We propose that human service (vs. AI enabled service) will viewed
more favorably towards the service provider in a hospitality context (Tussyadiah, 2020; Lv et al., 2021). We further predict
that this positive effect of human services is predicated on tourist emotions being more positive for human (vs. AI enabled) ser-
vices. Critically, given the emerging scholarship investigating service automation among politically divided parties (e.g., service de-
livery in the finance sector: Ghazwani et al., 2022; automated vehicles: Freemark et al., 2020), researchers now call for research
investigating the role of political ideologies in the hospitality and tourism sectors (Gretzel & Murphy, 2019; Kirillova et al., 2020;
Loehr & Becken, 2021). Through the lens of system justification, we incorporate tourists' political ideology in our model as a
boundary condition, positing that preference for human services holds for politically conservative tourists and not for liberal
ones. Results of one pilot and three main large-scale studies hold across varied service contexts. As summarized above, our foun-
dational finding is that even under unsettling pandemic times when tourists might be expected to be reluctant to engage in
human interaction, they manifest greater preference for services provided by humans (vs. AI). In addition, this effect is driven
by the greater subjective happiness tourists experience in the human service agent condition. Importantly, conservative tourists
being system justifiers and therefore more resistant to change, are more likely to manifest this effect than liberals (Li et al., 2021).

Our findings contribute to the existing literature in several ways. First, we respond to the call for future research to examine
the impacts of AI enabled service on consumer behavior in general (Lu et al., 2020). Second, our inquiry advances an understand-
ing of the AI revolution currently underway while extending research in the domain of tourists' psychological responses towards
AI in service contexts (Castelo et al., 2019; Logg et al., 2019; Longoni et al., 2019). Next, prior research speculates that AI enabled
services are incapable of comprehending human emotions and manifesting empathy (Bakpayev et al., 2020). We theoretically and
empirically integrate AI and emotions literature and test subjective happiness as an underlying mechanism driving the pref-
erence for human over AI enabled service encounters. Finally, we demonstrate that the positive effect of human services on
tourist preference holds for conservatives but not liberals. Both, the happiness-driven mediation and political ideology-based
moderation are novel to AI literature.

Practically, our findings caution managers against blanket and rapid deployment of AI in service delivery as conservative
tourists still prefer “human touch”, even in largely functional settings where AI may be presumed to outperform humans.
These results provide a reference for managers to more effectively segment and target tourists.

Theoretical background and hypotheses development

AI adoption in services

AI has become ubiquitous in services touching virtually every stage of the consumption journey (Longoni & Cian, 2022; Lu
et al., 2020). Supported by emerging technologies such as the Internet of Things, machine learning, and deep learning algorithms
(Bornet et al., 2021), businesses are beginning to understand tourists beyond their geo-demographics, but more intriguingly,
through psychographics and lifestyles hidden in their digital footprints (Tussyadiah et al., 2020). Even as the data-driven capabil-
ity of AI continues to improve (Brynjolfsson & Mitchell, 2017), it is increasingly being deployed in the service sector to lower
costs, enhance efficiency in service delivery, and create more satisfying consumption experiences (Pitardi et al., 2022). Due to
the vast amount of data AI has access to, and is capable of organizing, structuring, and analyzing, businesses equipped with AI
are able to allocate resources more optimally, presumably achieving their intended performance goals with fewer inputs
(Bornet et al., 2021; Wirtz et al., 2018).

AI enabled robots in services (e.g., health care, restaurants, and hotels) have automated many parts of our lives converting
conventional service into self-service (Fluss, 2017), and replacing portfolio managers with big data AI applications (Javelosa,
2017). In an effort to improve guests' on-site hotel experience, the use of AI and robotics within the hotel industry has become
commonplace, with applications ranging from AI chatbots designed to assist with guest service processes, to robotic assistants
providing smart concierge services (Ivanov & Webster, 2017; Pitardi et al., 2022). A recent inquiry (Belanche et al., 2021) explored
service interactions with robots and the value offered. The authors revealed that the human-likeness of AI can substantially affect
different dimensions of service expectations - the perceived competence of AI influences the utilitarian expectations, while
its perceived warmth affects the relational expectations. Table 1 presents a summary of the key relevant literature while sit-
uating our contribution to the scholarship on AI in service settings.

The pandemic drastically reshaped our lives resulting in an era of a “new normal.” Facing ever increasing uncertainty and
scarcity of human interactions, experts are predicting the evolution of a human-less servicescape, if not a complete AI take-
over (Das et al., 2021). Indeed, AI has been deployed in multiple sectors and scenarios, including but not limited to
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Table 1
Review of relevant literature.

Author Service
Setting

Methodology Dependent variable Underlying
mechanism

Boundary
condition

Findings

Kim et al. (2021) Hotel Experimental Evaluation of
preference for
robot/staffed hotel

Concerns on
safety and social
distancing

Subjective
perceived
threat

When COVID-19 is made salient,
tourists express preference for
robot-staffed hotels over
human-staffed hotels. This effect is
moderated by perceived threat in
times of severe crisis.

Belanche et al. (2020) Restaurant
(Robot
waiter)

Survey Intention to use;
Intention to
recommend

Perceived
human-likeness;
Perceived affinity

– Attributions mediate the
relationships between affinity
towards the robot and behavioral
intentions to use and recommend
service robots. Tourist's affinity
towards the service robot positively
affects service improvement
attribution, which in turn has a
positive influence on behavioral
intentions. In contrast, affinity
negatively affects cost reduction
attribution, which has a negative
effect on behavioral intentions.
Human-likeness has a positive
influence on affinity.

Choi et al. (2020) Hotel Focus-group
interviews;
Experimental

Service quality
perceptions

– – Human staff services are perceived
higher than the services of service
robots in terms of interaction quality
and physical service environment.
However, no significant difference in
outcome quality is noted.

De Kervenoael et al.
(2020)

Restaurants;
Hotels; Food
centers

Interviews;
Survey

Intention to use social
robot

– – Visitors' intentions to use social
robots stem from perceived value,
empathy and information sharing.

Park (2020) Information
technology;
Tourism

Survey Trust in service
robots
(formative/reflective)

– – Multidimensional trust of tourism
service robots. Three sub-constructs
of trust including performance,
purpose and process. Structural
assurance and situational normality
positively affected trusting beliefs.

Qiu et al. (2020) Hospitality
(Hotels and
Restaurants
in China)

Interview;
Survey;
Experimental

Hospitality
experience

Tourist-robot
rapport building;
Tourist-employee
rapport building

– Robots' being perceived as humanlike
or intelligent positively affects
tourist-robot rapport building and the
hospitality experience. Additionally,
tourist-employee rapport building
mediates the relationship between
robot attributes and the hospitality
experience, but tourist-robot rapport
building does not.

Xu et al. (2020) Bank (using
Chatbots)

Experimental
(in the field)

Usage Intention Perceived
problem-solving
ability

Task
complexity

Tourist preference for AI (vs. human)
tourist services depends on task
complexity. For low-complexity tasks,
tourists believe that AI has greater
problem-solving abilities, and are
more likely to adopt AI, but not for
high-complexity tasks.

Yam et al. (2020) World's first
robot-staffed
hotel

Experimental
(in the field)

Tourist satisfaction Perceived
experience

– Anthropomorphism leads to higher
tourist satisfaction. Perceived
experience, but not agency, mediates
this effect. Perceived experience (but
not agency) also interacts with robot
service failures to predict tourist
satisfaction such that high levels of
perceived experience attenuate the
negative impact of service failure on
tourist satisfaction.

Jörling et al. (2019) Autonomous
experience
(Car, Heater,
Lawn
mower);

Experimental Outcome
responsibility

Perceived
behavioral control

Valence of
service
outcome;
Perceived
ownership;

Technology's autonomy decreases
perceived behavioral control over the
service robot, which in turn decreases
perceived responsibility for positive
outcomes but not for negative

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Author Service
Setting

Methodology Dependent variable Underlying
mechanism

Boundary
condition

Findings

outcomes. Perceived ownership of the
service robot accounts for the high
responsibility for negative outcomes,
irrespective of perceived behavioral
control. The potential to interrupt the
service robots' autonomy increases
perceived behavioral control and
perceived responsibility for positive
outcomes.

Mende et al. (2019) Medical;
Educational;
Dining

Experimental Status consumption;
Social affiliation;
Compensatory
behavior

Eeriness; Identity
threat;

Social
belongingness;
Perceived
healthfulness
of food

Tourists display compensatory
responses when they interact with an
HSR rather than a human employee
(e.g., they favor purchasing status
goods, seek social affiliation, and
order and eat more food). The under-
lying process driving these effects is
that HSRs elicit greater tourist dis-
comfort (i.e., eeriness and a threat to
human identity), which in turn
results in the enhancement of com-
pensatory consumption. Compensa-
tory responses that HSRs elicit are
(1) mitigated when tourists per-
ceived social belongingness is high,
(2) attenuated when food is per-
ceived as more healthful, and (3)
buffered when the robot is
machinized (rather than anthropo-
morphized).

Tussyadiah and Park
(2018)

Hotel Questionnaire;
Experimental
(Laboratory)

Adoption attention – – Tourist intention to adopt hotel
service robots is influenced by
human-robot interaction dimensions
of anthropomorphism, perceived
intelligence, and perceived security.

This Study Hotel Experimental Tourist response Subjective
happiness

Political
ideology
(Liberal vs.
Conservative)

Tourists prefer hotels using human staff
in room cleaning (vs. AI enabled
robots), driven by greater subjective
happiness. This effect only occurs for
politically conservative tourists.
Human touch remains critical in the
service delivery process.

P. van Esch, Y.(G.) Cui, G. Das et al. Annals of Tourism Research 97 (2022) 103471
healthcare (e.g., pandemic diagnosis), hotels (e.g., robots and chatbots) manufacturing (e.g., automation), and service deliv-
ery more generally (e.g., virtual open homes in real estate, virtual conversational agents). The ubiquitous adoption of AI
across industries and sectors therefore seems to suggest that consumers are ostensibly aversive to human interactions
and more favorable towards AI enabled service encounters (Shin & Jeong, 2020).

There are only a handful of investigations aimed at understanding how tourists respond to services provided by AI compared
to those provided by humans (see Table 1). Further, the findings appear mixed as some investigations reveal a preference for AI
while others report a preference for humans. This void in the literature invites an examination of whether tourists preferentially
discriminate between AI-enabled and human-enabled service, and if so, when and why does such discrimination occur. Scholar-
ship in this domain illustrates that tourists do perceive AI differently compared to human-delivered service, and manifest distinct
responses (Castelo et al., 2019; Logg et al., 2019; Longoni et al., 2019). Furthermore, these responses towards humans vs. AI can
be favorable or unfavorable. Favorable perceptions of AI, on the one hand, mainly stem from its superiority in accessing, gathering,
and processing data, i.e., its cognitive intelligence (Wirtz et al., 2018). In accord, it has been shown that tourists show greater pref-
erence for AI over humans, especially when precision, accuracy, and efficiency are critical criteria in judgment. For instance, indi-
viduals generally believe that AI can outperform humans in predicting employees' job performance (Kuncel et al., 2013) and when
it is perceived to be superior, AI services are preferred. Unfavorable perceptions of AI vis-à-vis humans are also prevalent in the
marketplace, with more complex contributing mechanisms (Xu et al., 2020). In one of the earlier consumer-side investigations,
Longoni et al. (2019) showed that consumers generally prefer human to AI healthcare delivery. However, Pezzo and Beckstead
(2020) contended that this effect is more likely among patients who believe AI is inferior to humans in specific healthcare deliv-
ery tasks.

In addition to concerns about data usage and privacy, and biases in decision-making by AI, two additional rationales have
been gaining ground in terms of negative perceptions of AI. First, compared to humans, consumers in general perceive AI to
be inferior in affective intelligence. AI refers to the ability to recognize, identify, interpret, and respond to emotional content
4
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appropriately. Although such a possibility seems promising and intriguing, further examination is required. Despite scientific
efforts represented by the ideas of emotional AI and affective computing, practitioners as well as tourists appear skeptical at
technological advancement represented by AI being capable of comprehending human emotions and manifesting empathy
(Bakpayev et al., 2020). Second, in general, people believe that AI is capable of generating only standardized solutions,
but not flexible and intuitive decisions based on evolving situations. Consequently, a lack of “human touch” leads to AI
being perceived as low on the personalization metric. This viewpoint is captured in Longoni et al. (2019) who found that
people tended to derive negative utility when the service provider was an AI agent instead of a human doctor. In terms
of mechanism, the authors found that individuals showed resistance to AI medical recommendations because AI was not
viewed as being equipped with human ability of incorporating a patient's unique characteristics and circumstances. Studies
in elderly care context also show that AI and service robots can compromise value for their human service recipients (Čaić
et al., 2018; Čaić et al., 2020).

Huang and Rust (2018) propose an elegant theoretical framework to further delineate this view, which parallels our assertion
and posit that presently, AI replacement of humans in services occurs for tasks involving mechanical and analytical intelligence,
such as taking orders, handling basic tourists' inquiries, and greeting tourists (Colby et al., 2016). With respect to intuitive
tasks and those requiring empathy such as hotel and restaurant services, management consulting and decision-making involving
affective skills, AI has limitations. Specific to our research, “human touch” plays a crucial role in establishing a sustainable
relationship with tourists, which aligns better with the affective (vs. cognitive) processes in tourists' decision-making
(Mühlhoff, 2015). Tourists actively seek social interactions with other human beings, which constitute more joyful and
meaningful experiences such as being authentically greeted upon entering a store, hotel, and restaurant and personalized
recommendations offered by frontline employees (Mogaji, Soetan, & Kieu, 2021). Consequently, a lack of human touch (as
in AI enabled services), despite being presumably more efficient, may fail to satisfy tourists' affective expectations in relation
to social interactions.

To capture these affective expectations, we introduce the emotion of subjective happiness as a novel candidate to explain
why human service agents may be preferred over AI enabled ones. Subjective happiness, referring to the extent to which we
experience positive affect, portrays the level of satisfaction we have when appraising an experience (Lyubomirsky & Lepper,
1999). When a service encounter satisfies our needs, a tourist presumably experiences greater subjective happiness. Subse-
quently, the fulfillment (vs. lack of fulfillment) of a satisfying experience provided by human employees (vs. AI) will lead to
different affective appraisals, and eventually distinct responses (Hosany et al., 2017). For instance, Hosany et al. (2017)
showed that tourists' positive emotions, such as pleasure, joy and inspiration, significantly influence their responses
(e.g., intention to recommend a travel destination to others). Therefore, we predict that tourists experiencing pandemic
driven relational scarcity (Das et al., 2021) will anticipate greater subjective happiness when using human services com-
pared to those provided by AI, resulting in more favorable responses for the former. Stated formally,

H1. Human (vs. AI enabled) service will lead to a more favorable tourist response towards the service provider.

H2. The positive effect of human service occurs because tourists experience greater subjective happiness with humans (vs. AI).

Human touch: the psychology of political ideology

To add deeper insights into this phenomenon, we consider a theory-guided moderator: tourists' political ideology. Extensive
work by Jost et al. (2013) contends that political ideology (conservative vs. liberal) reflects not only attitudes and orientation to-
wards political issues, philosophies, candidates, and parties but also signifies value prioritization in general, beyond the scope of
politics (Cui et al., 2022). Congenially, studies have shown that individuals with different political ideologies show different levels
of tolerance for uncertainty (Cui, 2022). Compared to liberals, conservatives are more averse to uncertain and ambiguous situa-
tions. Consequently, to cope with, and potentially avoid such uncertainty, conservatives are more likely to behave in a defensive
manner. One of the most discussed and prevalent manifestation of such defensive processes is “system justification.” System jus-
tification, referring to one's tendency to rationalize and justify the status quo, captures tourists' defensive responses facing ambig-
uous and complex scenarios (Krosch et al., 2013). Through endorsing and defending the status quo, system justification allows
individuals to legitimize and justify the current system/paradigm, thereby reducing subsequent ambiguity and dissonance one
might anticipate (Jost et al., 2004).

Supporting this assertion, conservative individuals' manifest behaviors, that at least in part stem from system justifica-
tion, including higher likelihood of maintaining the status quo, greater tendency to use stereotypes in interpersonal judg-
ment, and motivated seeking for interpersonal affirmation (Jost et al., 2008). Inspired by such beliefs and views, they are
more likely to seek relational belonging in interpersonal interactions. For example, conservatives were motivated to show
greater likelihood of anthropomorphizing non-human objects and simulate a human touch, especially when the non-
human objects were unpredictable, and therefore signaled greater uncertainty (Chan, 2020).

In a service encounter, using the lens of system justification and consequent endorsement of the status quo, we anticipate con-
servative tourists, but not liberals, to be more prone to defending the prevailing paradigm where services stereotypically offer
human touch. Therefore, when using services provided by humans (vs. AI), they will experience greater subjective happiness,
and appraise the service experience more favorably. We therefore predict:
5
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H3. Preference for service agents (human vs. AI enabled) mediated by subjective happiness will be moderated by tourists' polit-
ical ideology. Specifically, the positive effect of human agents will be observed for politically conservative (vs. liberal) tourists.

Summarily, we propose that human (vs. AI enabled) service will lead to higher subjective happiness, which in turn will result
in more favorable tourist responses towards the service provider. However, this effect will be contingent on the tourists' political
ideology.
Empirical overview

Across one pilot and three main experimental studies, we present convergent support for our conceptual model (Fig. 1).
Based on approval from one of the authors' institutional review board, data collection was executed on Amazon Mechanical
Turk during the recent pandemic (8th Jan – 1st Sep 2021). All participants were US residents and over 18 years old. Tourists'
response was operationalized as overall hotel perception (Studies 1, 2 & 3), future patronage intent (Studies 2 & 3), and pos-
itive word-of-mouth (Study 3). To achieve greater rigor and generalizability, across studies, we 1) utilized diverse stimuli,
2) featured different service settings to enhance generalizability (a restaurant in the pilot study & a hotel in Studies 1–3),
3) examined an alternative mechanism, and 4) operationalized political ideology both, as a state and a trait. Study 1 tests
H1 and H2, aiming to shed light upon tourists' preference for human (vs. AI enabled) service agents and examines the me-
diating mechanism of subjective happiness. Study 2 replicates Study 1 and also tests H3 revealing the moderating effect of
political ideology on greater preference for humans over AI. Study 3 consolidates our proposed model by manipulating,
rather than measuring political ideology, and examining the alternative process account of situational lay rationalism belief.
Pilot study

We conducted a pilot study to examine the “human touch” account: whether human (vs. AI) services lead to greater perceived
value in service interactions and are associated with greater happiness. That is, if subjective happiness, as theorized, is induced by
human touch more in the human (vs. AI enabled) condition, we should expect participants to experience greater value and
subjective happiness from human services.
Method

Participants and design

154 Amazon Mechanical Turkers (45.5 % Female, MAge = 41.0, SD = 13.7) were randomly assigned to one of two conditions
(service agents: Human vs. AI enabled) in a between-subjects study for a small monetary reward.
Procedures and measures

Participants were asked to imagine going to a restaurant, where the service provider was either an AI enabled robot, or a
human employee (see Appendix 1). To capture perceived value from “human touch” and subjective happiness, participants
indicated their agreement on three items for each of these constructs (see Appendix 2). To offer some preliminary insights
on the impact of service agents on tourist responses, we also measured participants' patronage intent (Han et al., 2009).
Fig. 1. Conceptual Framework.
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Results and discussion

As expected, the results show that human (vs. AI enabled) service led to higher patronage intent (MAI = 4.47, SD = 1.99 vs.
MHuman = 5.68, SD = 1.11, F (1, 152) = 21.93, p < .001; η2 = 0.13 [ANOVA]). To examine the value of “human touch,” results of
two, one-sample t-tests showed that participants in the human condition perceived greater value offered (M = 5.55, SD = 1.40
vs. the neutral point of 4 [out of 7]; t(76) = 9.74, p < .001; Cohen's d = 1.11). In contrast, response from those in the AI
condition was neutral (M = 4.00, SD = 2.01 vs. the neutral point of 4 [out of 7]; t(76) = 0.00, p = 1.00; Cohen's d = 0.00). Par-
ticipants also indicated greater subjective happiness in the human condition (MAI = 5.01, SD = 1.39 vs. MHuman = 5.84, SD =
1.00, F (1, 152) =17.96, p < .001; η2 = 0.11). Moreover, value offered, and subjective happiness associated with human service
were strongly and positively correlated (r = 0.53, p < .001). Taken together, our findings support the role of perceived value from
“human touch” and offer preliminary evidence for the underlying mechanism of greater subjective happiness associated with
human services.
Study 1

Method

Participants and design
145 Amazon Mechanical Turkers (44.8 % Female, MAge = 37.9, SD = 11.2) were randomly assigned to one-factor two-level

(service agents: Human vs. AI enabled) between-subjects study for a small monetary reward.
Procedures and measures
Participants were asked to imagine that they were staying in a hotel during the pandemic, and to promote greater cleanliness,

the focal hotel had been taking specific actions. Participants in the human (vs. AI enabled) condition were informed that their
room had been cleaned and sealed by hotel staff (vs. AI enabled robot) for their protection (see Appendix 3 for stimuli and ex-
perimental scenarios). Next, participants indicated their perception of the hotel using a three-item, seven-point scale (α = 0.88).

To test H1, we measured participants experienced emotions, including anger, disgust, fear, anxiety, sadness, happiness, and
relaxation (Harmon-Jones et al., 2016). As manipulation check for the human (vs. AI) condition, we measured participants' agree-
ment on their level of interaction with hotel staff members during their stay (Shin & Kang, 2020). Finally, participants reported
their agreement on experimental realism (r = 79, p < .001; Lee et al., 2021), frequency of staying in a hotel when traveling
(Han et al., 2009), and demographics (see Appendix 4).
Results and discussion

Preliminary analysis
Results of one-sample t-test showed that the experimental scenario was perceived as realistic (M = 5.35, SD = 1.49 vs. the

neutral point of 4 [out of 7]; t(144) = 10.91, p < .001; Cohen's d = 0.91), suggesting sufficient ecological validity.
Manipulation check
A one-way ANOVA confirmed that participants indicated greater human interaction in the human staff condition (MAI = 3.14,

SD = 2.19 vs. MHuman = 4.70, SD = 1.70, F (1, 143) = 22.23, p < .001; η2 = 0.14).
Main effect
Supporting H1, the human staff (vs. AI enabled robot) condition led to significantly more favorable perception of the

hotel (MAI = 5.62, SD = 1.32 vs. MHuman = 6.05, SD = 0.91, F (1, 143) = 4.80, p = .030; η2 = 0.03; Fig. 2).
Mediation
We conducted a mediation analysis using PROCESS macro in SPSS (Model 4, 10,000 bootstrapped samples; Hayes, 2018; Kim

et al., 2019) with service agent type as the independent variable, different emotions as parallel mediators, and perception of the
hotel as the dependent variable, with frequency of staying in a hotel when traveling as a covariate. Results remained significant
with and without including them and we next report results with the covariates.

The analysis yielded a significant mediation model, supporting H2. Controlling for the effect of frequency of staying in a hotel
when traveling (β = −0.10, SE = 0.05, CI95%: −0.20, 0.00), happiness significantly mediated the effect of human staff on percep-
tion (β = 0.20, SE = 0.10, CI95%: 0.01, 0.42). Ruling out alternative explanations, none of the other emotions were significant
(anger: β = 0.02, SE = 0.05, CI95%: −0.05, 0.17; disgust: β = 0.03, SE = 0.08, CI95%: −0.12, 0.20; fear: β = −0.01, SE = 0.04,
CI95%: −0.09, 0.07; anxiety: β = 0.00, SE = 0.03, CI95%: −0.06, 0.06; sadness: β = 0.01, SE = 0.04, CI95%: −0.07, 0.10; relaxed:
β = 0.02, SE = 0.04, CI95%: −0.03, 0.14).
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Fig. 2. Results of Study 1: Overall Perception of the Hotel.
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Study 2

Study 2 varied the experimental stimuli for generalizability (Appendix 5), and also tested whether tourists' political ideologies
moderate the above effects (H3).

Method

Participants and design
Study 2 featured a 2 (service agents: human staff vs. AI enabled robot) x 2 (political ideology [measured]: liberal vs. conser-

vative) mixed design. 598 Amazon Mechanical Turkers (51.5 % Female, MAge = 36.3, SD = 11.3) were randomly assigned to one
of two service agents' conditions and indicated their political ideology.

Procedures and measures
After reading about the hotel room cleaned by hotel staff (vs. AI enabled robot) when they were staying in a hotel during the

pandemic, participants indicated their hotel perception on the same scale used in Study 1 (α = 0.98) as well as future patronage
intent (α = 0.92; Han et al., 2009). They also responded to the same emotion measures. To examine H3, participants rated their
political ideology using three-items1 (α = 0.90). As in Study 1, participants indicated their level of interaction with human staff
members, experimental realism (r = 83, p < .001), frequency of staying in a hotel when traveling, and demographics.

Results and discussion

Preliminary analysis
Results of a one-sample t-test showed that the experimental scenario was perceived as realistic (M = 4.93, SD = 1.69 vs. the

neutral point of 4 [out of 7]; t(597) = 13.41, p < .001; Cohen's d = 0.55), suggesting sufficient ecological validity.

Manipulation check
A one-way ANOVA confirmed the effectiveness of our manipulation (MAI = 2.66, SD = 2.08 vs. MHuman = 4.39, SD =

1.77, F (1, 596) = 118.18, p < .001; η2 = 0.17).

Main effect
Replicating Study 1's findings, the human (vs. AI enabled robot) condition led to a significantly more favorable perception of

the hotel (MAI = 5.41, SD = 1.39 vs. MHuman = 5.89, SD = 0.96, F (1, 596) = 23.18, p < .001; η2 = 0.04). Further supporting H1,
consistent findings were observed for future patronage intent (MAI = 5.21, SD = 1.52 vs. MHuman = 5.73, SD = 1.07, F (1, 596) =
22.51, p < .001; η2 = 0.04).2
1 A measurement scale examining political ideology was adopted instead of system justification tendency as political ideology encompasses a variety of values and
behaviors that go beyond simple system justification (Jost et al., 2008).

2 A Post Hoc Power analysis using the G*Power software confirmed a satisfactory level of power (Power = 0.99).
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Fig. 3. Results of Study 2: Subjective Happiness.
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Moderated mediation (overall hotel perception)
We conducted a moderated mediation analysis using the PROCESS macro in SPSS (Model 8, 10,000 bootstrapped samples)

with service agent type as the independent variable, hotel perception as the dependent variable (a continuous variable,
measured), political ideology as the moderator (measured; with high and low levels of political ideology operationalized
as one standard deviation (SD) above and below the mean, respectively), and different emotions as parallel mediators
(anger, disgust, fear, anxiety, sadness, happiness, and relaxation). Again, the results remained significant with and without
covariates and we next report findings with covariates in the model.

The analysis supported our proposed model (MMI = 0.04, SE = 0.02, CI95%: 0.01, 0.09). Specifically, for liberals, happiness did
not mediate the effect of service agent type on perception (β = 0.04, SE = 0.04, CI95%: −0.03, 0.12). In contrast, conservatives
experienced greater happiness in the human condition, which in turn led to a more favorable hotel perception (β = 0.18,
SE = 0.06, CI95%: 0.01, 0.30; Fig. 3). Using the Johnson-Neyman (JN) technique to probe meaningful ranges of the conditional
effect (Spiller et al., 2013), we found that for participants whose political ideology score was higher than 2.88, human ser-
vice agents led to a more favorable hotel perception (βJN = 0.36, SE = 0.18, t = 1.96, CI95%: 0.00, 0.72), but not for those
who scored lower than 2.88 (Fig. 4). Additionally, the moderating effect of political ideology on the effect of service agent
Fig. 4. Floodlight Plot of the Interaction Effect (Study 2 [Johnson-Neyman Technique]).
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type on perception was insignificant (β = −0.01, SE = 0.08, CI95%: −0.17, 0.14). None of the other emotions were significant
(anger: MMI = −0.03, SE = 0.03, CI95%: −0.09, 0.03; disgust: MMI = −0.04, SE = 0.03, CI95%: −0.11, 0.02; fear: MMI =
−0.06, SE = 0.03, CI95%: −0.13, 0.01; anxiety: MMI = −0.01, SE = 0.02, CI95%: −0.06, 0.03; sadness: MMI = 0.02, SE = 0.02,
CI95%: −0.03, 0.07; relaxed: MMI = 0.02, SE = 0.02, CI95%: −0.01, 0.06).

Moderated mediation (future patronage intent)
Analysis with future patronage intent as the dependent variable replicated the moderated mediation model for hotel per-

ception: the indirect effect of service agent type via happiness was contingent upon political ideology (MMI = 0.03, SE =
0.02, CI95%: 0.01, 0.07; PROCESS Model 8, 10,000 bootstrapped samples). Specifically, happiness significantly mediated the
effect of human staff on future patronage intent for conservatives (β = 0.15, SE = 0.05, CI95%: 0.05, 0.26; political ideology
score > 2.88 (JN) technique; βJN = 0.36, SE = 0.18, t = 1.96, CI95%: 0.00, 0.72), but not for liberals (β = 0.04, SE = 0.03,
CI95%: −0.03, 0.11). Again, we found an insignificant conditional effect of political ideology on the effect of service agent
type on future patronage intent (β = −0.03, SE = 0.09, CI95%: −0.21, 0.14). Ruling out alternative mediators, none of the
other emotions were significant (anger: MMI = −0.00, SE = 0.04, CI95%: −0.07, 0.07; disgust: MMI = −0.03, SE = 0.04,
CI95%: −0.11, 0.04; fear: MMI = −0.00, SE = 0.04, CI95%: −0.08, 0.08; anxiety: MMI = −0.03, SE = 0.03, CI95%: −0.10,
0.02; sadness: MMI = −0.02, SE = 0.03, CI95%: −0.08, 0.05; relaxed: MMI = 0.03, SE = 0.02, CI95%: −0.01, 0.08).

Study 3

In Study 3, we manipulated instead of measuring political ideology and operationalized happiness with a multi-item scale
(Joseph et al., 2004).

Method

Participants and design
260 Amazon Mechanical Turkers (52.7 % Female, MAge = 37.2, SD = 11.7) incentivized with a small monetary payment were

randomly assigned to one of the four conditions [2 (service agents: AI enabled robot vs. human staff) x 2 (political ideology:
liberal vs. conservative)] in a full factorial between-subjects design.

Procedures and measures
To prevent demand effect (Mummolo & Peterson, 2019), participants were led to believe that they were about to engage in

multiple studies. Political ideology was manipulated using a well-established effective approach (see Appendix 6).
Next, replicating Study 2, participants read the scenario about the hotel room being cleaned by either hotel staff or an AI en-

abled robot and indicated their perception of the hotel (α = 0.90), and future patronage intent (α = 0.92). For greater general-
izability, we also measured participants' positive word-of-mouth intent (r = 79, p < .001; Han et al., 2009; Zeithaml et al., 1996).
Acknowledging that intentions do not always translate to actual behaviors (Trivasse et al., 2020), we incorporated a consequential
(behavioral) outcome to triangulate our findings as mitigation remedies. Specifically, participants were asked whether they would
like to leave a positive review on TripAdvisor (Borghi & Mariani, 2021), and those who agreed were redirected to submit their
review in a given text entry box.

Participants indicated their subjective happiness on a three-item, seven-point scale (α = 0.92; Joseph et al., 2004). To test an
alternative explanation, we measured participants' lay rationalism in decision-making (α = 0.62; deemed acceptable; Hsee et al.,
2015; Taber, 2018). Lay rationalism captures variation in the extent to which tourists might use reasons versus feelings in their
decision making. Including lay rationalism as an alternative mediator allows us to test whether feelings in general are driving
our effect or whether it is happiness in specific. The former will challenge our account while the latter will support it. Finally, par-
ticipants rated their level of interaction with human staff, experimental realism (r = 0.76, p < .001), frequency of staying in a
hotel when traveling, and demographics.

Results and discussion

Preliminary analysis
Results of a one-sample t-test showed that the experimental scenario was perceived as realistic (M = 5.37, SD = 1.32 vs. the

neutral point of 4 [out of 7]; t(259) = 16.78, p < .001; Cohen's d = 1.04).

Manipulation check
The analyses confirmed the success of our manipulation of both, service agents (MAI = 3.08, SD = 2.25 vs. MHuman =

4.40, SD = 1.83, F (1, 258) = 26.98, p < .001; η2 = 0.10 [one-way ANOVA]), and political ideology (liberal: M = 7.54,
SD = 3.05 vs. the neutral point of 6 [out of 11]; t(125) = 5.68, p < .001; Cohen's d = 0.50; conservative: M = 6.57,
SD = 3.27 vs. the neutral point of 6 [out of 11]; t(133) = 2.01, p = .047; Cohen's d = 0.17 [one-sample t-test]).
10
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Moderated mediation (replication)
The analyses supported our proposed theorization (with subjective happiness and lay rationalism as parallel mediators;

PROCESS Model 8, 10,000 bootstrapped samples), with and without the covariates. The effect of human agents through subjective
happiness moderated by political ideology was significant for both, hotel perception (MMI = 0.46, SE = 0.19, CI95%: 0.13, 0.87)
and future patronage intent (MMI = 0.50, SE = 0.20, CI95%: 0.14, 0.93). Further, subjective happiness significantly mediated
the effect of human agents for conservatives (hotel perception: β = 0.37, SE = 0.14, CI95%: 0.13, 0.66; future patronage intent:
β = 0.40, SE = 0.15, CI95%: 0.14, 0.72), but not for liberals (hotel perception: β = −0.09, SE = 0.12, CI95%: −0.32, 0.13; future
patronage intent: β = −0.10, SE = 0.12, CI95%: −0.34, 0.14). The results revealed a significant moderation effect of political ide-
ology on the effect of service agent type (hotel perception: β = −0.78, SE = 0.35, CI95%: −1.46, −0.09; future patronage
intent: β = −0.94, SE = 0.39, CI95%: −1.70, −0.17). Ruling out the alternate account, the effect of lay rationalism was in-
significant (hotel perception: MMI = 0.07, SE = 0.05, CI95%: −0.01, 0.20; future patronage intent: MMI = 0.09, SE = 0.06,
CI95%: −0.02, 0.23) confirming that the process relates to happiness in specific and not feelings in general.
Moderated mediation (positive word-of-mouth)
The results for positive word-of-mouth paralleled the above findings. Perception and patronage intent effectively translated to

significantly more favorable word-of-mouth (MMI = 0.51, SE = 0.20, CI95%: 0.15, 0.95; with subjective happiness and lay ratio-
nalism as parallel mediators; PROCESS Model 8, 10,000 bootstrapped samples). Conservatives experienced greater subjective hap-
piness when using human agents, which in turn resulted in increased positive word-of-mouth (β = 0.41, SE = 0.15, CI95%: 0.14,
0.73). In contrast and as predicted, liberals were indifferent (β = −0.10, SE = 0.13, CI95%: −0.36, 0.15). Additionally, we found a
significant moderating effect of political ideology on the effect of service agent type on positive word-of-mouth (β = −1.01,
SE = 0.44, CI95%: −1.87, −0.15). Further confirming the mediating role of subjective happiness, lay rationalism was insig-
nificant (MMI = 0.04, SE = 0.05, CI95%: −0.03, 0.16).

Analysis with regard to the consequential dependent variable yielded convergent findings, with choice to leave a positive
review [1 = Yes, I'd love to, 2 = Maybe later] as the dependent variable, and subjective happiness and lay rationalism as
parallel mediators (PROCESS Model 8, 10,000 bootstrapped samples). Lay rationalism was again successfully excluded
(MMI = −0.01, SE = 0.07, CI95%: −0.15, 0.14) while a significant conditional indirect effect through subjective happiness
was observed (liberal: β = 0.06, SE = 0.09, CI95%: −0.10, 0.25; conservative: β = −0.26, SE = 0.13, CI95%: −0.58,
−0.07; MMI = −0.32, SE = 0.17, CI95%: −0.73, −0.07; conditional effect of political ideology on the effect of service
agent type on choice to leave a positive review: β = 0.70, SE = 0.86, CI95%: −0.97, 2.38).
General discussion

Four studies showed that services featuring human interaction (vs. AI enabled) lead to greater preference for the service pro-
vider. Moreover, we identified subjective happiness as the underlying causal mechanism that drives a more favorable response
towards human services in a hospitality context. Leveraging theory-guided moderation, we provide deeper insights by showing
that conservative (vs. liberal) tourists discriminate between service agent types.
Theoretical contributions

The findings of our research make several theoretical contributions. First, we respond to the call to advance research investi-
gating the utilization of AI in services (Das et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2020). While prior research shows that technically AI is capable of
replacing human employees in tedious jobs (Huang & Rust, 2018; Longoni et al., 2019; Wirtz et al., 2018), our findings show that
there may be political ideology related bounds to this effect. As such, our investigation argues against a complete ‘take-over’ by AI
in service settings and posits that as technology advances, the disparity between AI and humans needs to account for affective
preference for “human touch” instead of functional superiority alone.

Second, we empirically document the emotion of subjective happiness as the mechanism underlying greater preference for
services carrying human touch. As inquiries of AI are still in their infancy, we lack a deeper understanding in relation to factors
differentiating perceptions of AI vs. humans in service encounters. Prior work focuses predominantly on cognitive aspects, such
as competency and uniqueness concerns (Logg et al., 2019). Our findings serve as a critical point of departure and show that
affective factors play a role in leading to distinct tourist perceptions. In this regard, we contribute to a more fine-grained under-
standing of AI offering a fertile ground for more intriguing conversations and investigations featuring affect as the fulcrum.

Importantly, our findings offer a nuanced understanding of AI applications and their preference by examining a novel bound-
ary condition (tourists' political ideology). Our findings indicate that only politically conservative tourists manifest greater prefer-
ence for human service interactions over AI enabled ones. Liberals on the other hand are indifferent. Concurring with the nascent
view that political ideology is more than a political filter, our findings argue that political ideology systematically predicts value
prioritization, value seeking, and preference (Jost et al., 2013). Conservatives, driven by their tendency to engage in system
justification are more prone to seek human interactions, and prefer human (vs. AI enabled) services. Through this theory-
guided moderation, we show that the nuances of human services go beyond technicality/functionality, but more impor-
tantly, lie in their ability in offering ‘real’ human experiences.
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Practical implications

From a practical viewpoint, first and foremost, this research shows that although AI may be superior in functionality, efficiency,
and accuracy to service-oriented tasks, and, during pandemics in specific, assures greater safety, tourists do not prefer such tech-
nical superiority unconditionally (Xiong et al., 2021). Therefore, our research cautions against a single-minded functional pursuit
in service operations strategy. Practitioners ought to be more mindful of the affective drivers and make strategic decisions accord-
ingly. Our research also illustrates that tourist preferences can be potentially influenced by promoting positive affective cues – for
example, via adopting different service agents in our research, with one such cue being subjective happiness. As a construct in
determining individual well-being, our research examines it as the driver for more favorable tourist responses. Marketers
therefore can benefit from our findings and cultivate their existing service touchpoints to promote more affective and hap-
piness promoting service experiences.

From a branding perspective, our research elucidates a novel segmentation strategy. As tourist psychology evolves and
becomes more sophisticated, marketers ought to move beyond simplistic targeting and segmentation strategies (e.g., by
relying largely on demographics). By demonstrating a null effect for the liberals and a significant positive effect of human
services for conservatives, we encourage marketers to incorporate tourists' ideologies and psychographics into segmenta-
tion, targeting, and positioning considerations (Gilbert & Warren, 1995), thereby potentially enhancing their marketing
effectiveness. A specific application of our framework could lead marketers to emphasizing human (vs. AI enabled) services
in “Red” states.
Conclusion and future research directions

While the pandemic has accelerated the intrusion of AI in our lives, particularly in the way we interact with technology as well
as humans, our findings underscore the possibility that tourists still continue to seek “human touch” in services as it enhances
their subjective happiness. In accord, our findings illustrate that such favorable affective states drive greater preference for services
provided by humans (vs. AI).

While our findings derive from well-established measures and experimental designs, including relatively large and represen-
tative samples, they are not without limitations which offer avenues for future inquiries. First, although we have proposed
“human touch” as an affective dimension used by tourists to evaluate a service experience, future empirical studies are warranted
to further demonstrate the robustness of this proposition. Specifically, closer scrutiny is needed to examine what “human touch”
entails and disentangle it along the affect-cognition continuum. For instance, if “human touch” is a priori affective in nature as our
findings showed, then priming participants to be in a more cognitive mode may eliminate our observed pattern. Alternatively, our
proposed effect should be observed more for tourists with greater need for affect, instead of need for cognition.

Second, although we believe that our findings carry generalizability in other service settings, we encourage scholars to inves-
tigate their robustness. For instance, our research utilizes hotels and restaurants as the service contexts. Future inquiries ought to
harvest insights by replicating our findings in settings such as more functional services that are evaluated largely on the basis of
their efficiency and accuracy (e.g., car repairs, transportation, tax consulting, and insurance services). For example, Cui and van
Esch (2022) investigated conservatives' and liberals' attitudes towards AI enabled checkouts in the retailing setting and found
that when the service domain entails a greater need for functionality, liberals prefer AI enabled checkouts as it renders greater
autonomy. As such, we encourage future studies to examine the affective/cognitive processes in different service settings
(relational-oriented [the present research] vs. functional-oriented). Such an examination, while of utility in and of itself,
should be conducted while controlling for additional factors including tourists perceived technological utility, ease of use,
and technological readiness (Parasuraman, 2000).

Finally, following the call for more research investigating the implications of political ideology outside the scope of pol-
itics (Cui & van Esch, 2022; Jost et al., 2008), our research introduces political ideology as a pivotal boundary condition to
account for tourists' responses towards AI (vs. humans). Our research is a pioneering effort in introducing political ideology
into the tourism literature, and we hope that our findings could help pivot and provoke more scholarly conversations on this
matter (Gretzel & Murphy, 2019).
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